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Abstract: The COVID-19 outbreak has rapidly affected global economies and the parties involved.
There was a need to ensure the sustainability of corporate finance and avoid bankruptcy. The reactions
of individuals were not routine, but covered a wide range of approaches to surviving the crisis. A
creative way of accounting was also adopted. This study is primarily concerned with the behavior of
businesses in the Visegrad Four countries between 2019 and 2021. The pandemic era was the driving
force behind the renaissance of manipulation. Thus, the purpose of the article is to explore how the
behavior of enterprises changed during the ongoing pandemic. The Beneish model was applied to
reveal creative manipulation in the analyzed samples. Its M-score was calculated for 6113 Slovak,
153 Czech, 585 Polish, and 155 Hungarian enterprises. Increasing numbers of handling enterprises
were confirmed in the V4 region. The dependency between the size of the enterprise and the oc-
currence of creative accounting was also proven. However, the structure of manipulators has been
changing. Correspondence analysis specifically showed behavioral changes over time. Correspon-
dence maps demonstrate which enterprises already used creative accounting before the pandemic in
2019. Then, it was noted that enterprises were influenced to modify their patterns in 2020 and 2021.
The coronavirus pandemic had a significant potency on the use of creative accounting, not only for
individual units, but for businesses of all sizes. In addition, the methodology may be applied for the
investigation of individual sectors post-COVID.

Keywords: bankruptcy; Beneish model; corporate finance; correspondence analysis; COVID-19
pandemic; creative accounting; Visegrad Group

1. Introduction

The beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic occurred in Wuhan, China, at the beginning
of December 2019 [1]. On 11 March 2020, the World Health Organization declared that
the COVID-19 disease had become a pandemic. It is among the most lethal infectious
diseases [2]. In the past three years, all aspects of modern society were affected. Businesses,
as well as the economies of the world, were forced to take a variety of drastic anti-pandemic
measures [3]. The COVID-19 pandemic precipitated a worldwide crisis [4]. This crisis had
a significant impact on the majority of industries and the global economy as a whole. As
global connectivity increases, the economic effects of the pandemic will intensify [5]. It ex-
acerbated pre-existing issues caused by long-term structural challenges, such as population
aging, climate change, rising inequality, digitization, and automation [6]. COVID-19 caused
a significant crisis in corporate finance. According to Adamikova and Corejova [7], the
COVID-19 pandemic may increase the interest in creative accounting techniques. For exam-
ple, businesses can change their financial performance to obtain help from the government
or their financial status when they want to borrow money [8]. However, most often, an
instinctive reaction was used by enterprises to survive and avoid bankruptcy. Griffiths [9]
argues that creative accounting is the largest fraud tactic since the Trojan Horse. According
to Ado et al. [10], creative accounting is more prevalent in Europe than it is in the United
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States, where earnings management is preferred. Durana et al. [11] note that accounting
manipulation research is less frequently used in emerging economies, especially in Central
European nations, than it is in countries with developed capital markets. However, the
pandemic era encouraged behaviors that caused the spread of manipulation to countries in
Central Europe as well.

Thus, the aim of the article is to explore how the behavior of enterprises changed
during the ongoing pandemic in the Visegrad Four countries between 2019 and 2021.

Figure 1 demonstrates the structure of the article. Recent studies on the issue are
described in the Section 2. The structure of the final sample is defined in the Section 3.
This chapter also clarifies the methods used to examine the purpose of the article and the
hypotheses. The correspondence analysis provides significant findings in the Section 4. The
outputs of other investigations using similar methodologies, but in different environments
and conditions, are then discussed. Finally, the overall picture is summarized. In addition,
the limitations and future directions are presented.
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2. Literature Review

This article focuses on creative accounting in particular; the most recent approaches
and incentives are as follows: Ado et al. [10] define creative accounting as an accounting
practice that may or may not adhere to accounting standard practices, but that clearly
deviates from these rules. Blazek et al. [12] add that any business that does not adhere to
the fundamentals of real accounting uses creative accounting practices. Creative accounting,
according to Kliestik et al. [13], is the process of changing the accounting values from their
actual value to the values that are required. The adjusted accounting values are then
utilized to assist the business.

The main goal of creative accounting is to trick the public by hiding how the enter-
prise is doing financially [14]. Creative accounting practices, such as renewing income,
increasing amortization, wrongly reporting assets and liabilities, having trouble reporting
profits and losses, or using the profit-and-loss statement, may show the level to which
creativity is possible [15]. Adamikova and Corejova consider the execution of planned legal
actions and enhancing the image of the company as the primary reasons for using these
practices. Ruddy and Everingham [16] state that creative accounting can be understood on
two levels. Creative accounting is defined, at the first level, as procedures designed to
account for new situations that are not subject to existing accounting standards. The second
level includes a general understanding of this concept, as activities leading to financial
statement manipulation.

Ababneh and Aga [16] discuss that corporate governance is necessary if creative
accounting is to be kept to a minimum. However, they also point out that corporate
governance may not be sufficient. Poradova and Kollar [17] utilize a well-established
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internal control system of the enterprise to detect fraudulent activities. Utilizing the
anonymous internal line of enterprise is one way to impersonate the internal system.
Concurrently, the authors emphasize the significance of ending creative accounting [18].
Companies should make sure their employees receive ongoing training, update their code
of ethics to include problems that have been fixed, or create a corporate culture that does not
support these kinds of activities. Gowthorpe and Amat [19] address the ethical implications
of using macro- or micro-manipulation (at the level of regulatory authorities or the state)
at the company level. According to the author, the use of creative accounting practices
is morally reprehensible and is not a fair action towards stakeholders, or it is an unfair
exercise of power with the intent of undermining the accounting authority of regulators.
Popescu et al. [20] and Gadelha Dias [21] study the ethical situation more deeply.

High-level manipulation practices are a sign of low-quality accounting and financial
information, which can be seen as a sign of opportunistic behavior [22]. In addition,
misleading financial statements have negative consequences for all stakeholders. Financial
statements are the primary source of information regarding economic stability and financial
stability and health [23]. This study also confirms the use of the Beneish model because of
the previous proof of its suitability for the conditions in the Visegrad Four.

Many creative accounting practices do not break the law; they just take advantage of
legal loopholes that the management of the company prefers [24]. This method is not only
used by companies. Creative accounting at the state level also occurs [25–28].

At the enterprise level, Kliestik et al. [13] look at creative accounting in the transport
sector of the Visegrad Four countries. Blazek et al. [12] examine agribusiness in the Slovak
Republic. Kovalova and Frajtova Michalikova [29] focus on the link between creative
accounting and bankruptcies. The business environment has a significant impact on the
setting for future business development [30]. The change to a green economy and the Green
Deal itself make it harder for businesses to make money. Profit setting and optimization,
which are closely related to profit maximization and saving enough money for a time
that cannot be predicted, go hand in hand with this kind of financial success. In order to
persuade investors who will be able to finance their future ambitions or assist in meeting
quotas set by international organizations, businesses strive to complete this endeavor as
quickly as possible. Michalkova et al. [31] investigate the speed with which strategic goals
can be met in the context of achieving the desired goals through profit management. This
fact is investigated further in a study by Gajdosikova and Valaskova [32] that examines
corporate debt in the context of the Slovak Republic. Nagy et al. [33] focus on the publicly
traded corporations of the Visegrad Four and their profit management. They examined this
management by comparing the concept of CSR to how individuals handle their earnings.

There are specific approaches to using different statistical methods to reveal creative
accounting. The following manipulations were revealed using the Pearson chi-square
test and correspondence analysis: Kliestik et al. [34] used both methods to identify the
dependency between the CEO and creative accounting. The dependency between the
gender of the CEO and handling as defined by the Beneish model was confirmed. It was
deduced that women prefer non-manipulative behavior. Enterprises with men who are
CEOs are identified as manipulators, and enterprises with mixed CEO lines are identified
as potential manipulators.

Valaskova et al. [35] address the interdependence of creative accounting and corpo-
rate financial stability. The financial health of businesses was assessed using Altman’s Z
score, and creative accounting was detected using the modified Jones model and Beneish
M-score. The findings of the chi-square test showed a statistically significant correlation
between financial distress and creative accounting. Based on correspondence analysis, it
was discovered that businesses in the grey area or facing insolvency tended to manipulate.
Valaskova et al. [36] reveal creative accounting by a modified Jones model. The correspon-
dence analysis identified certain industries (F, J, K, M, and N) where income-increasing
earnings manipulation is performed, and vice versa, where income-decreasing earnings
management is typical for firms in sectors A, C, D, G, or L.
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Gajdosikova et al. [37] focus on identifying how corporations manage their revenues
using the Kasznik model. They use both statistical methods to determine the dependency
between earnings management practises and the size, legal form, and sectoral classification
(based on NACE) of enterprises. The findings show that small businesses with a public lim-
ited ownership structure, primarily in the sectors R and M, frequently engage in aggressive
(income-increasing ones) profit management strategies. Enterprises in sectors J or F are
known to utilize conservative (income-decreasing ones) strategies, as are medium-sized
businesses and those with a private limited ownership structure. The findings showed that
both large businesses and those in sector K do not frequently falsify their earnings.

Gajdosikova et al. [38] also used Benford’s Law to look at businesses and try to figure
out if earnings management was being used based on the order and value of the digits.
This article applies the Beneish model to disclose creative accounting. The results were
based on the Pearson chi-square test. There was no reason to suspect the corporation of
engaging in profit management or accounting manipulation because, according to the
null hypothesis, there is no statistically significant difference between the empirical and
predicted probabilities, i.e., they are equal. Only two instances—the revenue accounts
601 for 2019 and 604 for 2020—in which the indications of earnings management procedures
were subject to our rejection of this theory.

3. Materials and Methods

This study looked into whether or not businesses of different sizes were already using
creative accounting before the COVID-19 pandemic in 2019. Then, in the pandemic era of
2020 and 2021, their behavior changed, particularly toward non-manipulation and possible
manipulation or handling. The research focused on countries in the V4 region.

Mention grouping, which is made up of the economically and historically linked
Visegrad Four, was the main database used to study creative accounting before and during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The validity of the comparison of countries within this group has
been proven in many studies, including [39–46].

The following methodology was used in this investigation.

3.1. Making a Sample of Enterprises from the V4 Region

This study utilized data from the V4 nations, which are interconnected by a variety
of trade, economic, and contractual connections. These countries form a large cluster of
enterprises in Central Europe. One hundred and nineteen thousand, eight hundred and
twelve financial statements of enterprises were first collected. These data were gained
from the ORBIS database provided by Bureau van Dijk. Figure 2 shows the number of
enterprises in the original subsamples that are classified according to country.
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The ORBIS database contains raw financial statements of the indicators, including
also, missing values. The use of a sample with incomplete data would affect the results in a
fundamental way. Lyan et al. [47], Yang et al. [48], Chung et al. [49], Garrido-Izard et al. [50],
and Suzuki et al. [51] drew attention to this fact and recommend data cleansing. Thus, data
cleansing was performed. Figure 3 depicts the procedure for data preprocessing.
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One hundred and twelve thousand, eight hundred and twelve enterprises were re-
moved based on the clearing of missing data. The final sample consisted of 7006 enterprises
(Figure 4).
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Figure 5 shows the number of enterprises in the final subsamples that are classified
according to country. It involved related samples for the whole period. It included the
same enterprises per country each year. Thus, the Beneish model could calculate annually
6113 Slovak, 153 Czech, 585 Polish, and 155 Hungarian enterprises.
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Table 1 illustrates the categorization according to the ORBIS database. The enterprises
must meet the criteria listed in the table in order to be classified as a medium, large, or very
large enterprise. If not, the enterprise was classified as a small enterprise.
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Table 1. The categorization according to the ORBIS database. Source: the authors.

Size of
the Enterprise

Criterion
Operational Revenue Total Assets Number of Employees

Medium ≥1 million euros ≥2 million euros ≥15
Large ≥10 million euros ≥20 million euros ≥150

Very large ≥100 million euros ≥200 million euros ≥1000

The behavior of the enterprises was explored based on their size. Table 2 shows the
number of final subsamples in the Visegrad Group that are classified according to size.

Table 2. Size structure of the enterprises. Source: the authors.

Size of the Enterprise Number

Small 1168
Medium 4349

Large 1264
Very large 225

Number of valid cases 7006

3.2. Calculating the M-Score Based on the Beneish Model

The Beneish model was used to figure out which category sizes of enterprises used
or did not used creative techniques. A number of authors that analyze creative ac-
counting have utilized this concept, for example, Mousari et al. [52], Micah et al. [53],
Sasongko et al. [54], Novianti et al. [55], Khatun et al. [56], Febrilia [57], Toplu et al. [58],
and Nugroho et al. [59]. The Beneish model has eight indicators, and its composition is
demonstrated in Figure 6.
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Table 3 contains the explanation of the abbreviations used for variables in the
Beneish model.

Table 3. Explanation of used abbreviations. Source: the authors.

Abbreviations Variable

DSRI Days’ sales as a receivable index
GMI Gross margin index
AQI Asset quality index
SGI Sales growth index

DEPI Depreciation index
SGAI Sales and general and administrative expenses index
LVGI Leverage index
TATA Total accruals to total assets

Each of the indicators of the Beneish model has a predetermined threshold value.
When this level is exceeded, the enterprise is identified as potentially manipulative. Figure 7
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provides the total number of enterprises that was above the allowed level. In addition, the
data bars show what percentage of the total number of enterprises had values that were
over the limit.
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The M-score was calculated for each enterprise in the V4 region. Figure 9 provides the
total number of enterprises categorized into groups during whole period of investigation. In
addition, the data bars show what percentage of the total number of enterprises represents
a specific group sequentially in 2019, 2020, and 2021.
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3.3. Performing the Pearson Chi-Square Test, Pearson Contingency Coefficient C, and Cramer’s V

The fundamental idea underlying this test is to compare the observed data values to
the expected values if the prerequisites are met. The first assumption is that 80% of expected
observations must be equal to/higher than 5, and the second assumption is that all the
cells of expected counts must be higher than 1 [60]. It tested the occurrence of a significant
dependence between the size of enterprise and its behavior. The possible categories of
enterprise were small, medium, large, and very large.

The behavior of the enterprise was detected by the M-score of the Beneish model,
including non-manipulation, possible manipulation, and manipulation. The fundamental
idea underlying this test is to compare the observed data values to the expected values.
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It was examined for the presence of a significant relationship between the size of the
enterprise and its behavior. The following hypotheses were developed and tested:

H2019: there was a significant dependence between the size of the enterprise and its behavior in
creative accounting even before the COVID-19 pandemic.

H2020: there was a significant dependence between the size of the enterprise and its behavior in
creative accounting during the COVID-19 pandemic.

H2021: there was a significant dependence between the size of the enterprise and its creative account-
ing behavior after the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic.

After testing the hypotheses for 2019, 2020, and 2021, the strength between
two nominal variables was measured. Pearson contingency coefficient C and Cramer’s V
were used if the dependence was confirmed.

Olat et al. [61], Valaskova et al. [60], and Musova et al. [62] determined indicative
limits for the strength of the dependence, determined by Pearson contingency coefficient C
and Cramer’s V according to these limits:

0.0 < the rate of the coefficients ≤ 0.3 indicate weak dependence;
0.3 < the rate of the coefficients ≤ 0.8 indicate medium dependence;
0.8 < the rate of the coefficients ≤ 1.0 indicate strong dependence.
It is also necessary to test the significance of the identified coefficients of contin-

gency [61]. The hypotheses for this test are as follows:

H0: the Pearson contingency coefficient C (Cramer’s V) is not statistically significant.

H1: the Pearson contingency coefficient C (Cramer’s V) is statistically significant.

3.4. Computing Behavioral Changes over Time by Correspondence Analysis

Correspondence analysis is gaining popularity as a method for gathering specific
data [63]. The primary benefit of this analysis is its clarity and readability, as this visualiza-
tion makes it possible to clearly depict large contingency tables. Correspondence analysis
is one of the insufficient taxonomic methods [64]. This technique frequently employs
multidimensional scaling and analysis of the principal components of factor analysis to
validate the scales. This makes the data easier to understand and clearer, but it also means
that some information is lost. This method provides researchers with simple, intuitive,
graphical representations for comprehending the dependencies between the investigated
data categories. According to Kral et al. [65], the Euclidean distance between plane points
is comparable to chi-square, the distance between points in three-dimensional space. It is
required to find a projection that preserves, as much as possible, the relationship between
the original points in the multidimensional space [66]. It uses the matrix of standardized
residuals Z to look for the projection. Each element in the i-th row and j-th column is
defined by the members of the correspondence matrix and their respective marginal sums.

When one is looking for a good projection, they should use singular decomposition
on the given matrix and add the resulting matrices to the matrices made from the row
and column loads to obtain the coordinates of each row and column [67]. The indicated
calculation method permits how the points in the multidimensional space are displayed
in two-dimensional space (how the so-called correspondence map is generated), depend-
ing on whether it emphasizes the mutual comparison of rows, columns, both rows and
columns, or, more precisely, their respective row and column categories. This is achieved by
selecting additional criteria that must be met by the selected profiles. The transformation is
considered to be appropriate if it retains the maximum proportion of the variability of mul-
tidimensional points. The variability measure is the total inertia, which is the weighted sum
of the squared χ2 distance between each row profile and the average row profile. Column
categories are calculated analogically [62]. Consequently, the resulting correspondence
map is quite easy to interpret. The closer in proximity the points on the correspondence
map are, the greater the similarity and correspondence between the categories are.
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It was proven that COVID-19 caused behavioral changes based on Figure 9. The
number of manipulating enterprises rose in 2020 and 2021 compared to the number in 2019.
Correspondence analysis was used for each year of the monitored period. This method
disclosed how the specific categories of sizes of enterprises matched to specific categories
in terms of creative accounting. This analysis was performed to confirm how the ongoing
pandemic creates new patterns of behavior of the enterprises.

The IBM SPSS software was used to test all the hypotheses by the Pearson chi-square
test and calculate the Pearson contingency coefficient C and Cramer’s V. In addition, this
software was perform to compute correspondence analysis, including correspondence maps.

4. Results

The results assessed the corporate environments of the V4 nations in relation to the use
of creative accounting. The sample consisted of 7006 enterprises. Firstly, the dependency
between the analyzed variables was tested. The strength of the dependencies was then
assessed. Finally, the matches between the categories of variables were identified. These
steps were realized for each year in the monitored period. For all the tests, the significance
level alpha was set to 0.05.

H02019: there was no significant dependence between the size of the enterprise and its behavior in
creative accounting even before the COVID-19 pandemic.

H12019: there was a significant dependence between the size of the enterprise and its behavior in
creative accounting even before the COVID-19 pandemic.

As the computed p-value of the Pearson chi-square test is lower than the significance
level alpha, one should reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis
in 2019, based on Table 4. There was a significant dependence between the size of the
enterprise in the V4 region and its behavior in creative accounting even before the COVID-
19 pandemic.

Table 4. Pearson chi-square test for 2019. Source: the authors.

Test Value Degrees of Freedom p-Value

Pearson Chi-Square 20.137 a 6 0.003
Number of valid cases 7006

a 0 cells (0.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 25.50.

The values of both coefficients that are recommended for nominal variables indicate a
weak dependency between the size of the enterprise and its behavior in creative accounting.
The significance of the provided coefficients of contingency was confirmed in the V4 region.
As the computed p-value is lower than the significance level alpha, one should reject the
null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis, based on Table 5. Thus, Pearson
contingency coefficient C and Cramer’s V were statistically significant in 2019.

Table 5. Strength of dependency for 2019. Source: the authors.

Coefficient Value p-Value

Nominal by nominal Cramer’s V 0.038 0.003
Contingency coefficient 0.054 0.003

Number of valid cases 7006

The correspondence analysis was completed for 2019. It used four categories to
represent the size of the enterprises and three categories to represent membership in the
groups of manipulation, non-manipulation, and probable manipulation. A correspondence
map was generated for the era before the COVID-19 pandemic. The Euclidean distance
measurement was used, and total inertia was equal to the value of one. This value represents
very good transformation points in two-dimensional space in Tables 6 and 7.
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Table 6. Overview of row points for 2019. Source: the authors.

M-Score 2019 Mass

Score in Dimension
Inertia

Contribution

1 2
of Point to Inertia of

Dimension of Dimension to Inertia of Point

1 2 1 2 Total

Non-manipulated 0.333 −0.112 0.154 0.000 0.109 0.557 0.584 0.416 1.000
Possible

manipulator 0.333 0.274 −0.018 0.001 0.659 0.008 0.998 0.002 1.000

Handling
company 0.333 −0.162 −0.136 0.000 0.231 0.435 0.791 0.209 1.000

Active total 1.000 0.002 1.000 1.000

Table 7. Overview of column points for 2019. Source: the authors.

Size Classification
2019

Mass

Score in Dimension
Inertia

Contribution

1 2
of Point to Inertia of

Dimension of Dimension to Inertia of Point

1 2 1 2 Total

Small company 0.250 −0.052 0.203 0.000 0.018 0.722 0.151 0.849 1.000
Medium sized company 0.250 −0.190 −0.070 0.000 0.238 0.086 0.952 0.048 1.000

Large company 0.250 0.326 −0.034 0.001 0.698 0.020 0.996 0.004 1.000
Very large
company 0.250 −0.083 −0.099 0.000 0.046 0.173 0.653 0.347 1.000

Active total 1.000 0.002 1.000 1.000

Figure 10 includes the matches of the Beneish model and the categorization of enter-
prises by size. Small enterprises were identified as non-manipulative in 2019. Then, it was
deduced that large corporations had joined the ranks of those who might be manipulators.
These enterprises were placed in the “gray zone” based on the M-score. This indicates that it
was unclear if they were using creative accounting. The enterprises in the final category use
creative accounting to transform accounting from its present state to its desired state. There
were both medium-sized and very-large companies that engaged in this illegal conduct
before the COVID-19 pandemic.
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H02020: there was no significant dependence between the size of the enterprise and its behavior in
creative accounting during the COVID-19 pandemic.

H12020: there was a significant dependence between the size of the enterprise and its behavior in
creative accounting during the COVID-19 pandemic.

As the computed p-value of the Pearson chi-square test is lower than the significance
level alpha, one should reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypoth-
esis in 2020, based on Table 8. There was a significant dependence between the size
of the enterprise in the V4 region and its behavior in creative accounting during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Table 8. Pearson chi-square test for 2020. Source: the authors.

Test Value Degrees of
Freedom p-Value

Pearson Chi-Square 14.786 b 6 0.022
Number of valid cases 7006

b 0 cells (0.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 25.21.

The values of both coefficients indicate a weak dependency between the size of
the enterprise and its behavior in creative accounting. The significance of the provided
coefficients of contingency was confirmed in the V4 region. As the computed p-value is
lower than the significance level alpha, one should reject the null hypothesis and accept
the alternative hypothesis, based on Table 9. Thus, Pearson contingency coefficient C and
Cramer’s V were also statistically significant in 2020.

Table 9. Strength of dependency for 2020. Source: the authors.

Coefficient Value p-Value

Nominal by nominal Cramer’s V 0.032 0.022
Contingency coefficient 0.046 0.022

Number of valid cases 7006

Then, the correspondence analysis was completed for 2020. A correspondence map
was generated for the period during the COVID-19 pandemic. The Euclidean distance
measurement was used, and total inertia was equal to the value of one. This value represents
very good transformation points in two-dimensional space on Tables 10 and 11.

On the basis of Figure 11, the behavior of enterprises has changed since 2019. In 2020,
medium-sized businesses were identified as data manipulators. However, in 2019, they
were classified among those that do not manipulate their financial statements. In 2020,
small businesses were added to the “gray zone,” which is a term for businesses for which it
is not clear if their accounting statements were manipulated. This behavioral movement
could be attributed to the COVID-19 pandemic, which had a significant impact on the
performance of small enterprises, which were closed for most of 2020. This kind of situation
may lead the management to use illegal methods to keep the business going and avoid
bankruptcy during the crisis. The final category included businesses that distort their
bookkeeping. This group included both large and very large corporations. The coronavirus
epidemic also impacted these businesses. The companies were closed in the initial months,
which meant that the profits were negative, but fixed costs had to be paid. Because major
companies need to generate profit to support their business plans to a far greater extent
than smaller companies do, their engagement in creative accounting was projected to be
considerably greater than that of smaller companies.
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Table 10. Overview of row points for 2020. Source: the authors.

M-Score 2020 Mass

Score in Dimension
Inertia

Contribution

1 2
of Point to Inertia of

Dimension of Dimension to Inertia of Point

1 2 1 2 Total

Non-manipulated 0.333 −0.051 0.189 0.000 0.022 0.645 0.132 0.868 1.000
Possible

manipulator 0.333 0.263 −0.064 0.001 0.592 0.075 0.972 0.028 1.000

Handling
company 0.333 −0.212 −0.125 0.001 0.386 0.281 0.859 0.141 1.000

Active total 1.000 0.002 1.000 1.000

Table 11. Overview of column points for 2020. Source: the authors.

Size Classification
2020 Mass

Score in Dimension
Inertia

Contribution

1 2
of Point to Inertia of

Dimension of Dimension to Inertia of Point

1 2 1 2 Total

Small company 0.250 0.265 0.145 0.001 0.452 0.285 0.876 0.124 1.000
Medium sized

company 0.250 −0.285 0.102 0.001 0.522 0.142 0.942 0.058 1.000

Large company 0.250 0.054 −0.200 0.000 0.019 0.543 0.133 0.867 1.000
Very large
company 0.250 −0.034 −0.047 0.000 0.007 0.030 0.520 0.480 1.000

Active total 1.000 0.002 1.000 1.000Stats 2023, 6, FOR PEER REVIEW  13 
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H02021: there was no significant dependence between the size of the enterprise and its creative
accounting behavior after the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic.

H12021: there was a significant dependence between the size of the enterprise and its creative
accounting behavior after the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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As the computed p-value of the Pearson chi-square test is lower than the significance
level alpha, one should reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis
in 2021, based on Table 12. There was a significant dependence between the size of the
enterprise in the V4 region and its behavior in creative accounting after the first wave of
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Table 12. Pearson chi-square test for 2021. Source: the authors.

Test Value Degrees of Freedom p-Value

Pearson Chi-Square 18.071 c 6 0.006
Number of valid cases 7006

c 0 cells (0.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 29.32.

The values of both coefficients indicate a weak dependency between the size of
the enterprise and its behavior in creative accounting. The significance of the provided
coefficients of contingency was confirmed in the V4 region. As the computed p-value is
lower than the significance level alpha, one should reject the null hypothesis and accept
the alternative hypothesis, based on Table 13. Thus, Pearson contingency coefficient C and
Cramer’s V were statistically significant in 2021 as well.

Table 13. Strength of dependency for 2021. Source: the authors.

Coefficient Value p-Value

Nominal by nominal Cramer’s V 0.036 0.006
Contingency coefficient 0.051 0.006

Number of valid cases 7006

Finally, the correspondence analysis was completed for 2021. A correspondence map
was generated for the period after the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Euclidean
distance measurement was used, and total inertia was equal to the value of one. This
value represents very good transformation points in two-dimensional space based on
Tables 14 and 15.

Table 14. Overview of row points for 2021. Source: the authors.

M-Score 2021 Mass

Score in Dimension
Inertia

Contribution

1 2
of Point to Inertia of

Dimension of Dimension to Inertia of Point

1 2 1 2 Total

Non-manipulated 0.333 0.024 −0.122 0.000 0.005 0.662 0.168 0.832 1.000
Possible

manipulator 0.333 0.234 0.070 0.001 0.450 0.217 0.984 0.016 1.000

Handling
company 0.333 −0.258 0.052 0.001 0.545 0.121 0.992 0.008 1.000

Active total 1.000 0.002 1.000 1.000

The collected data indicate that changes occurred in 2021, based on Figure 12. This
period reinvigorated the markets, and the corporate profits ultimately returned to pre-
pandemic levels. Due to the closure of numerous businesses during the epidemic, the
populace had greater purchasing power, and consumers saved money that they would
have spent on other goods. As the economy stabilized, their purchasing power increased.
The inclusion of very large companies in the group of companies that did not modify
their financial statements in 2021 was rare. Such a reversal was not anticipated from
companies that not only last year (2020), but also the year before, were named among the
most manipulative companies (2019). Large companies, which were in the same group
before the COVID-19 epidemic, were included among those in the “gray zone”, where it
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is unclear if creative accounting is utilized or not. According to the findings, small- and
medium-sized enterprises were among those that manipulated in 2022.

Table 15. Overview of column points for 2021. Source: the authors.

Size Classification
2021 Mass

Score in Dimension
Inertia

Contribution

1 2
of Point to Inertia of

Dimension of Dimension to Inertia of Point

1 2 1 2 Total

Small company 0.250 −0.258 −0.005 0.001 0.410 0.001 1.000 0.000 1.000
Medium sized

company 0.250 −0.091 0.091 0.000 0.051 0.275 0.843 0.157 1.000

Large company 0.250 0.290 0.052 0.001 0.517 0.090 0.994 0.006 1.000
Very large
company 0.250 0.059 −0.138 0.000 0.021 0.634 0.496 0.504 1.000

Active total 1.000 0.002 1.000 1.000
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Table 16 summarizes the changes in behavior of enterprises in the Visegrad Four
countries between 2019 and 2021. The findings showed that the COVID-19 epidemic
resulted in a cycle of business transition from one zone to another. Thus, it can be noted
that the COVID-19 epidemic led to changes. The manipulation may take many forms, such
as changing data from its true form to the form that the enterprises want, distorting real
income and assets, not telling the truth about the corporate finances, or taking advantage
of legal loopholes to move the enterprise up in the overall benchmark.

Table 16. The behavior of the enterprises according to size structure. Source: the authors.

Size of the Enterprise Year
2019 2020 2021

Small Non-manipulation Possible manipulation Manipulation
Medium Manipulation Non-manipulation Manipulation

Large Possible manipulation Manipulation Possible manipulation
Very large Manipulation Manipulation Non-manipulation
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5. Discussion

This chapter investigates whether the concept of “creative accounting” is truly required.
The chapter comprises research by authors who focused on the solution, as well as a
comparison of the findings with those of other researchers. Due to the fact that the results
of this study and those of other authors may differ, we use Figure 13 to better illustrate the
acquired results.
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Many authors have tried to obtain the right answer and direction for their research
in order to improve their research conclusions on “creative accounting.” These authors
include the study by Abed et al. [24]. They attempted to explain and determine the
abilities that could accurately describe manipulation tactics. It was decided to learn these
techniques in the financial industry. This research yielded the discovery of innovative
determinants, which ultimately assist professionals to more accurately determine the
practices of manipulative enterprises. This study showed the different sizes of companies
that use this method to their advantage by combining it the work of Lyons [68], who noted
that creative accounting was a key driver of regional growth in 2022. Gadelha Dias et al. [21]
focused on the Big Four firms (KPMG, EY, PwC, and Deloitte), directly asking the workers
of these firms how they deal with the creative accounting machinery. Their research found
that the psychological behavior of respondents was inconsistent. The respondents were
unable to distinguish between the various concepts linked to creative accounting, and the
most remarkable finding was their inability to apply models indicating creative accounting.

Jouali et al. [69] concentrated on Moroccan enterprises that attempt to conduct creative
accounting based on capital structure and financing needs optimization. These companies
primarily served large and small businesses. Meldona et al. [70] concentrated on export-
oriented SMEs, notably those operating in Indonesia and India. After using creative
accounting, these organizations were no longer able to carry out the long-term plans that
had been built up over years to set the right direction for the businesses. These plans and
strategies had to be adjusted at the last minute for business applications, or the general
direction of enterprises would be disastrous. In marketing, where weaknesses were turned
into strengths, and vice versa, these kinds of situations were also used. Poradova and
Kollar [71] investigated the problems of corporations using current components, notably
“Big Bath,” “Big Bet in the Future,” “Flushing,” “Throwing out a problem child,” and others.
As a result, they gained a broad perspective that is used for new accounting solutions and
the management of corporate earnings. Their study, however, found that organizations
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are more devoted to improving cash flow reporting than earnings management. However,
things changed when Denich and Hajdu [72] warned that corporate governance was
starting to look too similar to creative accounting. Because corporate governance employs
a variety of manipulative tactics, detecting its usage would present a new challenge. This
would introduce a new variable into creative accounting, potentially undermining prior
findings and claims.

Studies that are similar to the research described in this article include those by
Musanovic and Halilbegovic [73], who used the Beneish model to uncover innovative
accounting for Eastern European enterprises, focusing on SMEs. They augmented this
model with a solution to the bankruptcy of enterprise. Their findings were successful, as
they discovered that organizations at risk of bankruptcy are more likely to use creative
accounting. Achmad et al. [74] are one of the authors who used the Beneish model.
Instead of the original deception triangle, they used the deception hexagon. They found
intriguing results by employing more angular perception. Businesses that use creative
accounting are more stable, and this is reflected in their debt, which is higher than it should
be. Indebtedness subsequently impacts the company’s liquidity, which is weakened as a
result, although the profitability of the enterprises and total profitability gradually improve.
However, these companies do not present their business outcomes to the directors, who are
dependent on the scientific output of researchers.

Drabkova [75] conducted research similar to that of this study. The research focused
on Czech enterprises and used the CFEBT model to solve risk triangle issues. She
attempted to dissuade people of the use of creative accounting in the Czech Republic
with her scientific research.

Patel et al. [76] utilized Benford’s law on Portuguese corporations to reveal creative
accounting. They did not change the findings through correspondence analysis, but
based on computer technology, he concluded that SMEs fail due to short-term strategic
manipulations. Kasznik’s model was the issue in the research by Gajdosikova et al. [37],
who applied it to Slovak businesses. They employed correspondence analysis. According
to the findings, companies in NACE M and R boost their revenue management, whereas
companies in NACE J and F decrease their revenue. An intriguing conclusion was that
huge corporations, in general, do not engage in manipulation.

6. Conclusions

The aim of the article is to explore how the behavior of enterprises changed during the
ongoing pandemic in the Visegrad Four countries between 2019 and 2021. It was focused on
the behavior in the area of creative accounting. The Beneish model was used to determine
the use of creativity in enterprises. The M-score of this model categorized enterprises into
three groups: those that manipulate, those that do not manipulate, and those that are in
the gray zone, where we cannot determine whether creative accounting is utilized or not.
The collected results were then subjected to correspondence analysis. For a given year, the
correspondence analysis matched the size categories of enterprises with relevant groups
that conduct manipulation. The findings revealed data that could serve as a base for future
research in the investigation of individual enterprises in the V4 countries.

There were some limitations in this article, which are depicted in Figure 14.
The first issue was an imbalance in the enterprise size criterion. This constraint might

be overcome by filling in the missing data in the financial statements, which would be
supplied through the available registers of the financial statements. Another drawback was
the employment of only one model to detect creative accounting, the Beneish model. This
limitation could be removed by using multiple tests to find creative accounting, comparing
their results, and, last but not least, conducting a correspondence analysis of the collected
results. Another drawback is the choice of the studied time, as the representative sample
was chosen based on the period preceding the pandemic, which may have affected the
results. This limitation would be removed if people looked at what happened in previous
years and agreed on which set of manipulators the size categories belong to.
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Several constraints were discovered during the research. These limitations could be
addressed in a subsequent paper that focuses on a longer period of time, is developed from
a diverse sample of enterprises, considers more models that indicate creative accounting,
and compares their results. However, the issue of creative accounting does not only affect
enterprises located within V4. As a result, future research would also focus on other
groupings of states, for example, the issue of the Baltic countries or a thorough assessment
of the situation in the provided era for the countries of the European Union.
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